Using a Phantom to Compare MR Techniques for Determining the Ratio of Intraabdominal to Subcutaneous Adipose Tissue

OBJECTIVE. Patients who have a greater distribution of intraabdominal adipose tissue as compared with subcutaneous adipose tissue and an increased ratio of intraabdominal adipose tissue to subcutaneous adipose tissue are at greater risk for developing cardiovascular disease and type 2 diabetes mellitus. In previous MR investigations, researchers have used conventional T1-weighted spin-echo images to determine the ratio of intraabdominal adipose tissue to subcutaneous adipose tissue. However, no investigation, to our knowledge, has been performed to determine the accuracy of using different MR sequences to estimate adipose distribution. The purpose of our investigation was to compare MR imaging and segmentation techniques in calculating the ratio of intraabdominal to subcutaneous adipose tissue using an adiposity phantom.

MATERIALS AND METHODS. A phantom was created to simulate the distribution of subcutaneous and intraabdominal fat (with known volumes). Axial MR images were obtained twice through the phantom using a 5-mm slice thickness and zero gap for the following T1-weighted sequences: spin-echo, fast Dixon, and three-dimensional (3D) spoiled gradient-echo. An in-house computer software program was then used to segment the volumes of fat and calculate the volume of intraabdominal adipose tissue and subcutaneous adipose tissue and the ratio of intraabdominal to subcutaneous adipose tissue. Each imaging data set was segmented three times, so six sets of data were yielded for each imaging technique. The percentage predicted of the true volume was calculated for each MR imaging technique for each fat variable. The mean percentages for each variable were then compared using one-factor analysis of variance to determine whether differences exist among the three MR techniques.

RESULTS. The three MR imaging techniques had statistically significant different means for the predicted true volume of two variables: volume of subcutaneous adipose tissue ($p < 0.001$) and volume of intraabdominal adipose tissue ($p = 0.0426$). Estimates based on fast Dixon images were closest to the true volumes for all the variables. All MR imaging techniques performed similarly in estimating the ratio of intraabdominal adipose tissue to subcutaneous adipose tissue ($p = 0.9117$). The acquisition time for the 3D spoiled gradient-echo images was 10–22 times faster than for the other sequences.

CONCLUSION. Conventional T1-weighted spin-echo MR imaging, the current sequence used in practice for measuring visceral adiposity, may not be the optimal MR sequence for this purpose. We found that the T1-weighted fast Dixon sequence was the most accurate at estimating all fat volumes. The T1-weighted 3D spoiled gradient-echo sequence generated similar ratios of intraabdominal to subcutaneous adipose tissue in a fraction of the acquisition time.

Substantial evidence suggests that the distribution of adipose tissue in the abdomen and risk for cardiovascular disease and type 2 diabetes mellitus are related [1–5]. Patients with higher volumes of adipose tissue within the viscera (intraabdominal adipose tissue) than in the subcutaneous tissues surrounding the abdomen (subcutaneous adipose tissue) are at increased risk compared with patients who primarily store fat in the subcutaneous adipose tissue [1–5]. Measurements of the ratio of intraabdominal adipose tissue to subcutaneous adipose tissue have been used on a research basis to estimate risk factors for cardiovascular disease and type 2 diabetes mellitus. Currently, the most accurate way to predict the volume of fat in the intraabdominal adipose tissue and subcutaneous adipose tissue and calculate the ratio of intraabdominal
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adipose tissue to subcutaneous adipose tissue is with cross-sectional imaging studies, such as CT or MR imaging [6–14]. Because it does not use ionizing radiation, MR imaging has been the modality of choice, particularly in longitudinal studies that require subjects to be imaged multiple times.

In previously published reports describing MR techniques used to calculate abdominal fat volumes and ratios, researchers have used conventional or fast T1-weighted spin-echo imaging to make these determinations [6–11]. However, other MR sequences may more accurately depict fat volumes than T1-weighted spin-echo sequences. In addition, there may also be MR techniques that can depict abdominal fat volumes as well as T1-weighted spin-echo sequences while having a shorter acquisition time. Because of the high cost related to magnet time for MR imaging, reducing acquisition time may prove important in minimizing costs when predicting fat volumes for either research or screening. The purpose of this study was to compare the accuracy of several MR imaging techniques in measuring abdominal fat distribution using an adiposity phantom.

Materials and Methods

Phantom

A phantom was created to simulate the distribution of subcutaneous and intraabdominal adipose tissues. The phantom was constructed of containers, IV fluid bags, and IV tubing filled with either water or dairy cream (38% fat by volume) (Fig. 1). Areas of water separated a central area containing fat (intraabdominal adipose tissue) from an external layer of fat (subcutaneous adipose tissue). The subcutaneous adipose tissue consisted of three cream-filled fluid bags. The separating soft-tissue layer consisted of three water-filled fluid bags. The intraabdominal adipose tissue consisted of several cream-filled containers interspersed by several water-filled containers (as well as cream-filled IV tubing). The actual volumes of cream (i.e., fat) were 137 mL of intraabdominal adipose tissue and 690 mL of subcutaneous adipose tissue, for a total of 827 mL adipose tissue. The ratio of intraabdominal adipose tissue to subcutaneous adipose tissue was 0.199. The volume of fat in the tubing in the intraabdominal adipose tissue was 37 mL.

Imaging Sequences

Three T1-weighted MR imaging sequences were evaluated for the ability to depict the volumes of fat in regions of the phantom. These sequences included conventional spin-echo images (Fig. 2A), fast Dixon images (Fig. 2B), and three-dimensional (3D) spoiled gradient-echo images (Fig. 2C). The spin-echo sequence was chosen because this sequence is the standard imaging technique of choice for studies investigating abdominal adiposity. The fast Dixon sequence was chosen because of its ability to generate images depicting fat signal only. The 3D spoiled-gradient-echo sequence was chosen because of the short imaging time.

The phantom was placed in a transmit–receive head coil and imaged on a 1.5-T scanner (LX; General Electric Medical Systems, Milwaukee, WI). For each imaging sequence, images were obtained axially through the entire phantom. The following imaging parameters were constant for all three MR techniques: 5-mm slice thickness, zero gap, 24-cm field of view, and 1 excitation. For the conventional spin-echo images, the parameters included a TR of 500 msec and a TE of 160 msec; for the fast Dixon images (Fig. 2B), and three-dimensional (3D) spoiled gradient-echo images (Fig. 2C). The spin-echo sequence was chosen because this sequence is the standard imaging technique of choice for studies investigating abdominal adiposity. The fast Dixon sequence was chosen because of its ability to generate images depicting fat signal only. The 3D spoiled-gradient-echo sequence was chosen because of the short imaging time.

For the spin-echo images, the parameters were as follows: a TR/TE of 500/14, a 256 × 128 matrix, and a total imaging time of 2 min 30 sec. For the 3D spoiled gradient-echo images, the parameters were 5.5/1.6, a 60° flip angle, a 128 × 128 × 26 matrix, and a total imaging time of 15 sec.

The fast Dixon images were created using a three-point Dixon technique that uses a fast spin-echo sequence with a phase-correlation algorithm that provides online image reconstruction. These images are generated per slice: one slice depicts pure water; one, pure fat; and another, combined fat and water [15–18]. For the fast Dixon images, imaging parameters included a TR of 500 msec and a TE of minimum full, a 256 × 160 matrix, an echo-train length of 3, 6 slices per acquisition, 4 acquisitions, and a total imaging time of 5 min 30 sec. The fat-only data set was used to calculate the fat volumes.

Each T1-weighted MR imaging technique (conventional spin-echo, fast Dixon, and 3D spoiled gradient-echo) was performed two times.

Data Segmentation to Determine Fat Volumes

The data obtained from the MR imaging sequences were transferred to a computer workstation. An in-house computer program (Cincinnati Children’s Hospital Image Processing Software [CCHIPS/IDL], written in Interactive Data Language [Research Systems, Boulder, CO]) was used to segment the volumes of fat; calculate the total volume of adipose tissue, the volume of subcutaneous adipose tissue, and the volume of intraabdominal adipose tissue; and determine the ratio of intraabdominal adipose tissue to subcutaneous adipose tissue; and measure the volume of fat in the tubing as a subregion of the intraabdominal adipose tissue.

The volume of fat for the different areas of the phantom was determined using all slices obtained through regions containing the phantom. The fraction of fat in a slice was determined in the following manner. Images were segmented into three different intensity levels (background, intermediate, and brightest) using a K-means clustering algorithm (Fig. 3). The volume of fat (cm³ or mL) for each slice was calculated by multiplying the area (cm²) of fat times 0.5 (5-mm slice thickness + 0-mm gap). The total volume of fat was then calculated by adding the volumes for the individual slices. The total volume of adipose tissue was calculated first, followed by the total volume of subcutaneous adipose tissue. The vol-
ume of intraabdominal adipose tissue was then determined by subtracting the volume of subcutaneous adipose tissue from the total volume of adipose tissue. The estimated volume of fat in the tubing in the intraabdominal adipose tissue was also calculated.

Each of the two image sets from the MR sequences was segmented, and fat volumes were calculated on three separate occasions. Therefore, six data points were calculated for total volume of adipose tissue, volume of subcutaneous adipose tissue, volume of intraabdominal adipose tissue, ratio of intraabdominal to subcutaneous adipose tissue, and volume of fat in the tubing as a subregion of the intraabdominal adipose tissue for each imaging sequence (T1-weighted spin-echo, T1-weighted fast Dixon, and T1-weighted 3D spoiled gradient-echo).

Statistical Analysis

For the six data sets, the mean values were calculated for the total volume of adipose tissue, the volume of intraabdominal adipose tissue, and the volume of subcutaneous adipose tissue; the ratio of intraabdominal adipose tissue to subcutaneous adipose tissue; and the volume of fat in the tubing as a subregion of the intraabdominal adipose tissue. The percentage estimated of the true volume for each MR imaging technique for each parameter was then calculated by comparing the mean estimated fat volumes with the true known volumes in the phantom. A one-factor analysis of variance was then used to determine whether the ability of the three MR imaging techniques to predict the various fat volumes differed significantly. Bonferroni multiple comparison tests were used to determine individual differences among the MR imaging techniques. Statistical significance was defined as a p value of less than 0.05.

Results

Table 1 summarizes the mean percentage of the estimated total volume, standard deviation, and statistical evaluations for volume of subcutaneous adipose tissue, volume of intraabdominal adipose tissue, and total volume of adipose tissue; the ratio of intraabdominal to subcutaneous adipose tissue; and volume of fat in tubing as a subregion of intraabdominal adipose tissue. We detected statistically significant differences in the performance of the three imaging sequences for estimating all volumes of fat, but not for calculating the ratio of intraabdominal adipose tissue to subcutaneous adipose tissue.

The fat volume estimates based on the fast Dixon images were closest to the true volumes, whereas those based on the 3D spoiled gradient-echo images most poorly correlated with the true volumes. The percentage estimated of the true volume for the intraabdominal adipose tissue was lower than that for either the subcutaneous adipose tissue or total adipose tissue. This finding was related to the fact that the tubing containing fat was located in the intraabdominal adipose tissue. Because the tubing was smaller in caliber than the fluid bags of fat, all the imaging sequences were less accurate in detecting the volume of fat in tubing.
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The mean percentage estimated of true volume of fat in the tubing was lower than that for either the subcutaneous adipose tissue or total adipose tissue. For the tubing alone, a statistically significant greater volume was estimated by the fast Dixon method than by the spin-echo and the 3D spoiled gradient-echo imaging methods. The percentage predicted of true volume for the fat in the tubing alone was 18.32% for the fast Dixon sequence, 1.27% for the spin-echo sequence, and 0.00% for the 3D spoiled gradient-echo sequence.

Despite the statistically significant higher percentages estimated of true volume for all the fat volumes by the fast Dixon method, all methods performed similarly in calculating the ratio of intraabdominal to subcutaneous adipose tissue. There was no statistically significant difference between any of the three sequences in estimating the percentage predicted of the true ratio. This finding suggests that all three sequences were consistently sensitive–insensitive in depicting the volumes of intraabdominal adipose tissue and subcutaneous adipose tissue.

**Discussion**

Subjects who store greater proportions of fat in the intraabdominal than in subcutaneous areas have been shown to be at an increased risk for cardiovascular disease and type 2 diabetes [1–14]. These patients have been shown to have a higher incidence of abnormalities of blood lipoprotein concentrations [1–14], higher triglyceride concentrations, higher circulating insulin levels, and higher incidence of hypertension [1–14]. Although the precise mechanism by which increased intraabdominal fat increases cardiovascular risk is unknown, researchers hypothesize that fat in the abdominal cavity is more metabolically active than that in the subcutaneous tissues. As obesity becomes an increasing health problem in the United States, a greater focus is being placed on investigations related to health risks associated with obesity.

A number of methods have been used in an attempt to accurately predict the ratio of intraabdominal adipose tissue to subcutaneous adipose tissue. Numerous studies have used the waist–hip circumference ratio or the thickness of a subcutaneous skin fold as a measure of fat distribution. However, only modest correlation has been found between the waist–hip ratio and amount of visceral fat measured using cross-sectional imaging [19, 20]. Individuals with the same body mass index and waist–hip ratio may have different amounts of fat deposited in the abdominal cavity [19, 20].

The most accurate methods currently available for measuring abdominal fat are CT [12–14] and MR imaging [6–11]. Both allow clear separation of adipose tissue from surrounding nonlipid tissue and the separation of intraabdominal from subcutaneous fat deposits. Other studies have shown that both methods are generally accurate in evaluating visceral adipose tissue [6–14]. The advantage of MR imaging is that it does not use ionizing radiation. This characteristic of MR imaging makes it more appropriate for longi-

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>TABLE I</th>
<th>Performance of Three MR Sequences to Estimate Volume and Ratio for Various Adipose Tissues</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Adipose Tissue</td>
<td>T1-Weighted MR Imaging Technique</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Subcutaneous volume</td>
<td>3D spoiled gradient-echo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fast Dixon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spin-echo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intraabdominal volume</td>
<td>3D spoiled gradient-echo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fast Dixon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spin-echo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total volume</td>
<td>3D spoiled gradient-echo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fast Dixon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spin-echo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ratio of intraabdominal to subcutaneous</td>
<td>3D spoiled gradient-echo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fast Dixon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spin-echo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Intraabdominal volume in tubing</td>
<td>3D spoiled gradient-echo</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Fast Dixon</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Spin-echo</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note.—3D = three-dimensional.
distribution in which the cumulative dose of radiation may be a concern. In studies of women, the use of MR imaging also avoids exposing the ovaries to radiation.

Other researchers studying methods of estimating abdominal fat distribution have used MR imaging and T1-weighted spin-echo sequences [6–11]. T1-weighted spin-echo sequences are a reasonable choice for a number of reasons. This sequence is available on almost all MR scanners. Fat, unlike most other nonadipose tissues, appears high in signal intensity on T1-weighted images, so calculating the volume of fat with segmentation software is easy. However, little data, if any, have been published about whether alternative MR sequences may be more accurate in calculating fat volumes [6–11].

In our investigation, the fast Dixon technique was statistically more accurate in depicting fat than either the spin-echo technique or the 3D spoiled gradient-echo technique. In particular, the fast Dixon technique was statistically more accurate in depicting the volume of fat in smaller regions, simulated by the fat-filled tubing in the visceral adipose tissue of the phantom. Fast Dixon images revealed 18% of the fat in the smaller regions, compared with 1% depicted on spin-echo images and 0% on the 3D spoiled gradient-echo images (p < 0.0001). Because adipose tissue in both the abdominal cavity and the subcutaneous tissues may be interspersed with nonadipose tissue, such as fascial planes, vascular structures, and enteric structures, the ability to depict small regions of fat may prove advantageous. Fast Dixon images are obtained using a spin-echo sequence with a phase-correction algorithm that produces three sets of images for each image slice: water, fat, and combined fat and water [15–18]. The images showing fat only create ideal data for estimating volumes through segmentation because no other tissues are shown.

Although accurate predictions of the volumes of fat in the intraabdominal and subcutaneous areas may be important for some studies, the variable most often used to study risk factors for cardiovascular disease and type 2 diabetes mellitus in most previous studies has been the ratio of intraabdominal adipose tissue to subcutaneous adipose tissue. This study, all three MR techniques performed similarly in enabling this ratio to be estimated. Despite the statistically significant more accurate predictions of individual fat volumes based on images obtained with the fast Dixon technique, no statistically significant difference was detected between the fast Dixon and the other imaging techniques in predicting the ratio of intraabdominal to subcutaneous adipose tissue. Even the 3D spoiled gradient-echo sequence, which performed poorly in estimating each of the individual volumes and detected none of the fat in the smaller regions, yielded a ratio of intraabdominal to subcutaneous adipose tissue that was similar to those yielded using the fast Dixon and T1-weighted sequences. Most likely related to consistent accuracy in depicting the intraabdominal adipose tissue and subcutaneous adipose tissue, the ratio of intraabdominal adipose tissue to subcutaneous adipose tissue may be accurately depicted by MR techniques that do not accurately depict the actual volumes of intraabdominal adipose tissue and subcutaneous adipose tissue.

Studies designed to screen a large number of subjects with MR imaging to predict only an intraabdominal to subcutaneous adipose tissue ratio may be more efficient using an MR sequence that can be performed rapidly, such as the 3D spoiled gradient-echo sequence. The acquisition time for the 3D spoiled gradient-echo sequence was 10 times shorter than that for the spin-echo sequence and 22 times faster than the fast Dixon sequence used in this study. These discrepancies in acquisition times may be important because one of the limiting factors in designing programs using MR imaging to quantify intraabdominal fat is the high expense of magnet time. Although the acquisition time is only a portion of the time that is required to scan a patient, a single rapid MR sequence would be ideal to increase patient throughput and compliance, reduce motion artifacts, and decrease cost.

The most cost-effective means by which to study intraabdominal adipose tissue remains to be determined. The accurate determination of intraabdominal adipose tissue is likely to be necessary for studies that focus on the mechanism of action of intraabdominal adipose tissue that produces an increase risk for cardiovascular disease. For these studies, the fast Dixon images are likely to provide the most accurate and useful information.

There are several limitations related to the information gained about the 3D spoiled gradient-echo sequence used in this study. The TE used for the 3D spoiled gradient-echo sequence in this series (1.6 msec) was chosen to minimize the time of series acquisition. The TE was not chosen to maximize the separation of fat and water tissues. Future studies may be warranted to optimize the 3D spoiled gradient-echo sequence parameters for this specific task. Also, the standard deviation for the 3D spoiled gradient-echo sequence used in this series was four times greater than that used in other series, which may render the 3D spoiled gradient-echo sequences of limited value. This large standard deviation could result from the variation in signal intensity in our phantom because of large changes in magnetic susceptibility at the air–“tissue” interfaces.

In conclusion, conventional T1-weighted spin-echo images, the current MR sequence of practice for measuring visceral adiposity, may not be the optimal choice for this purpose. Of the MR imaging sequences tested, the fast Dixon technique, which segments data into fat and water data sets, was significantly more accurate for depicting volumes of fat. However, all the imaging sequences performed equally well in enabling the ratio of intraabdominal adipose tissue to subcutaneous adipose tissue to be estimated, suggesting that a rapid imaging sequence, such as 3D spoiled gradient-echo imaging, may be adequate for estimating this ratio. The acquisition time for the 3D spoiled gradient-echo sequence was 10–22 times faster than that of the other MR sequences.
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The 2003 ARRS Annual Meeting Categorical Course will focus on oncologic imaging and will include sessions on CT, MR imaging, and FDG positron emission tomography.